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Dear Jim, 

after reading his yesterday's story I phoned Chapman at the Post national desk, 
kne,ing he did not work Sundays, and left a message to the effect that he had been 
imposed upon, with 30MB specifics. I was told he'd be phoned and would phone ee. He 
did today, after lunch. 
- 	He could not believe that he had been "used," the word I employed, because the 

interview, with Pottinger personally,was his idea. By coincidence that of the LATimes, 
too, because they had a similar story on their weekend wire. I was told of it today. 

I can't take time for the entire conversation. However, it is even more clear to 
me that at least the 	is Iznik uptIght about C.A.75-1996 and that nowehere within DJ 
is there not awareness of this and aeons some a feeling of guilt and a need to bypass 
all that is relevant by focusing reportorial attention on the irrelevant. rottinaer 
can't have looked into the king case at all without knowing that he was engaging in 
deliberate deception with an underinformad reporter in what hapman wrote. 

Chapman magethink he conducted an interview but I don't. All he did was let 
Pottinger tell hid,  what to write. There is no innocence in all the false postulates 
and deceptive anawrs. And the wrong questions not answered or answered less than 
honestly. 

It also appears that "hapman asked no questions about the new evidence I 
offered the 11th. If he did not leave with a copy of all of it that was his election 
becauseumgone present was offered a set. And that 'eottinger pretended it does not 
exist. Ifirlat aware of but apparently asked no questions about what he called a 1971 
review by Civil Rights. I updated him, telling him tney call it 1970, say lad it was 
then inspired by Ray's efforts (at that tine there were none) and that it had to 
have begun in 1969, in reaction to C.A.71d-70, which began much earlier than it 
was filed. 

I've been interrupted a couple of times, more recently with that crazy Eddowes 
stuff Earl Golz wrote about in the Dallas Times-hensld. So, I've no time for core. 
However, the Pottinger/Levi operation, whether or net to be keyed tali into one of 
the sort Eastland would do, is becoaing more ana some auparent as a cover for the 
PEI. The tieing with e.A.75-199b may well be no more tha n a coincidence but palming 
a spurious story off on the ‘laureh committee isn't. Nor is using that to lead everyone 
off in the chase of wild geese. In all of this there is no single question= of the 
PeI's performance. It is all tied to tho question nobody who isn't crazy has raised, 
whether the PbI killed king. This in hardle what Levi or Pottinger should aut before a 
grOn jury oftifor which find a speoiel prosecutor. 

It tells me that C.A.75-1996 is assuming more importance Flo: that we have less 
time to let them waste for us. I suggest you phone Tyler, whether or not you have 
written him (I did, certified and have the receipt) and ask when they will respond and 
when they will deliver what they are still withholding. In this connection I want to 
raise a question about a provision of the new law. They have given me ell thoce Pictures 
and 70 some pages after so lona e delay and after I filed the action. Does this not put 
us in a position to make charges/cleiee under the punitive provision? I'd make a few 
hints if you believe this is within reach. I'd also include Wiseman and Bresson by phone. 
A written record can be made later. Bresson ought be a bit worried abent C.A.75-226 by 
now. Tc the degree we can we should try to exert pressure. A few hints about 6th circuit 
might leave the idea there is no protection immediately above. Ac you realise from the 
documents, tabody connected with the can be at all innocent without beine totally 
ignorant of the most elemental facts. 

Eddowes is improvising on the old Osborn,Bowen and Eexico stuff with the a--1•!ition 
of the study I'd had made by a friend of the contradictory descritions of Oswald. I gave 
it to Garrison before I realized what he is. -de gave it to everybody who would take it. 
If you have set up not afternoon appointment for tomorrow and we don't 	thisif6- this at 
lunch I hope we can soon find time. I fear a fairly large disinformation o iiione. best, 


